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The Echoworx SecureMail solution encrypts email, using standard PKI technology. What is different about this
solution is the way it is delivered, the way it is presented to end users, and the business model underlying the
ecosystem that provides the delivery. SecureMail is not delivered by Echoworx, but by partners (most recently, Sun
and Lucent). It is a white label product, which lets the carrier’s brand be visible to end users. This chain of
consuming might seem to involve a wrap of costs, making the service unsupportable. However, by presenting a
business opportunity as well as a solution, costs are kept down. Let’s drill down a bit.
There are many reasons to encrypt e-mail. New reasons become evident every week. Encryption, by its
bifurcated nature, benefits from a standardized architecture, at present PKI. Encryption algorithms may change, but
the arrangement of transmitted public keys and securely-held private keys at each end works well. However, use of
encryption can be in many ways burdensome – to the data center, as a high-security application to support, to the email application, as a performance inhibitor, and to the system administrator as another process to manage – and one
that cannot be treated casually. To date, e-mail encryption has been used sparingly, but this may change, and
Echoworx supports this change in a low-impact way. By offloading the technological process to a service provider,
the data center burden of supporting and administering an additional service is lifted. The high security needs of a
multi-tenant environment devoted to data encryption are costs shared by all the tenants – all of which need them.
Sun and Lucent get a pay-per use business with high enough volume to assure a sustainable cost structure.
To the connectivity providers, the encrypted e-mail service is not only something their customers want, but a
means to sell their encryption service to customers of their competitors. The poaching opportunity works this way.
End users who have the SecureMail service have an extra Secure tab on the header of their e-mail browser, which
allows them to encrypt their e-mail, either selectively or as a default. Across the top of the e-mail browser, there is a
banner featuring the brand name the carrier has chosen for this service. If the recipient’s carrier also uses the
SecureMail service, encryption and decryption are straightforward, with a negligible delay, and branding
opportunities at each end. If the recipient is not a subscriber to SecureMail, the encrypted mail can still be received
and unlocked. There is just one additional step. The recipient is sent to a shared message pick-up center where he
or she is prompted for a shared secret, such as where did we meet? or what is your pet’s name? that the sender has
defined for every recipient for whom encrypted email is to be sent. When the recipient answers this question, he or
she can decrypt the letter – standard PKI stuff – but he or she also gets a chance to sign up for SecureMail via a
click-through box. This important marketing feature helps carriers wrest subscribers away from competitors.
By outsourcing the provision of the service, Echoworx, can focus, as a wholesaler, on selling to e-mail
carriers. The vast majority of e-mail is carried by less than a hundred companies
worldwide – an easy-to-address global market. The appeal of the service becomes viral,
pushed by the chain of consuming, and highly leveraged. This new business model,
focused on opportunity, rather than the sharing of a profit margin, will compete very well
against older, more margin-centric ways of doing business. For Internet service providers,
increasing average revenue per user (ARPU) is crucial to business success. The Echoworx
business model allows them to do just that, while providing a valuable capability that is
easy to use. Moreover, as we approach the end of the year, it might be a good time to
ponder how to build opportunity into your business model and partnering strategies, in
order to recast some of the costs of doing business as competitive opportunities for
customers or partners. It’s a win-win strategy.
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